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VISUAL INSTRUCTION SERVICE
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Brookings, S. Dak.

Cooperative Extension Work in Agriculture and Home Economics, South Dakota State College and United States Department of Agriculture Cooperating.

VISUAL INSTRUCTION SERVICE.

We have a number of films that are available for use in South Dakota. Several are state films and will be of special interest to the people of the state.

1. Address all correspondence to Paul J. Scarbro, Club Specialist, if you wish prompt service.

2. Send in your order at least two weeks in advance of the date you wish to use the films.

3. Give us the names and numbers of reels you want.

4. Report any damage to films while in your possession. If films are not in good shape when received, report same to this office.

5. Be sure and express or parcel post films out on the first train after you have used them. By doing this the next man that is to use the films will not be disappointed.

6. Do not rewind after last showing.

7. Borrowers pay transportation charges on films both ways.

8. Our office can furnish information on different makes of projectors and generators.

9. Let us know what you want and we will get it for you.

1. **SOUTH DAKOTA BOYS' & GIRLS' CLUB CAMP.**  
   Activities and demonstrations of the Boys' and Girls' Club Junior Short Course.

2. **THINGS OF INTEREST AT THE STATE FAIR.**  
   The 1920 State Fair and things of general educational interest.

3. **BOYS' & GIRLS' CLUB CAMP AT THE SOUTH DAKOTA STATE FAIR.**  
   The club folks at the State Fair: Their exhibits, demonstrations, judging, champion teams at work, and club parade.

4. **GLIMPSES OF COUNTY AGENT WORK.**  
   Showing many of the Extension Service Demonstrations as directed by the county agents.

5. **SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE.**  
   Showing many of the College Departments and the students at work.

6. **HOBO DAY AT STATE COLLEGE.**  
   This film gives the Little International held at the college each year and the Annual Student Home Coming and Hobo Day Parade, including glimpses of the Football Game.

7. **STORY OF MILK AND BUTTER.**  
   This picture was taken at the Equity Union Creamery at Aberdeen. It shows the process of handling milk and cream and the modern methods used in the manufacture of butter, also modern methods of handling and distributing milk.

8. **DAIRY INDUSTRY IN SOUTH DAKOTA.**  
   Things of importance in the dairy business, corn silage, feeding of cattle, handling of milk, college dairy herd.
9. OUT OF THE SHADOWS. 2 reels

The appearance of animal tuberculosis on the farm of Henry Benton and its communication to his daughter Mary through the milk of a tubercular cow. The clean-up of the farm and Benton's acquirement of a herd of cattle accredited as free from tuberculosis. Mary's departure for a sanitarium and her return, restored to health after three years, to join a happy family circle.

10. EXIT ASCARIS. 2 reels

Methods of controlling round worms in pigs, sanitation rules, etc.

11. LAYERS AND LIARS. 1 reel

The "historic hen" brings a new rug to Mrs. Little's home and unites two communities in a work worth while; culling and other good poultry practices as explained by extension workers; community canning of the culls.

12. A MATTER OF FORM. 1 reel

How the home demonstration agent, working thru the farm bureau, helps the women of Pleasant View Community to do their own sewing; the making of dress forms; Mrs. Little's new clothes and the praise they won at the community style show.

13. FOOD FOR REFLECTION. 2 reels

The need for a hot school lunch in the school at Pleasant View and how the women of the community raised money to install the equipment. The operation of the hot school lunch and its beneficial results for the school children; weighing and measuring demonstrations; with the conclusion that 'children are the best crop that the farm produces.'
14. **THE HAPPIER WAY.**

    1 reel

    Shows how the women of Pleasant View got in touch with labor-saving devices for household use; how a farm water system gave Mrs. Little time for real enjoyment of country life; and how other conveniences made farm life more attractive.

15. **THE VISIT OF THE VICTORS.**

    2 reels

    Boys' & Girls' Club Champions that attended the International Livestock Show at Chicago.

16. **PUTTING YOUR UNCLE TO WORK.**

    1 reel

    The best demonstration in measuring the yield of wheat and proper methods of production.

17. **THE BARBAROUS BARBERRY.**

    1 reel

    Showing growth and best methods of extermination.

18. **HOW TO GROW MORE AND BETTER WHEAT.**

    1 reel

    Demonstration of best practices in growing wheat.

19. **HOW TO GROW MORE AND BETTER BARLEY.**

    1 reel

    Demonstration of best practices in growing barley.

20. **FROM COAL MINE TO CORN FIELD.**

    2 reels.

    The reclaiming of worn out farms and use of Sulphate Ammonia.

21. **APPLE ORCHARDS THAT PAY.**

    1 reel

    Demonstrations of handling the farm orchard to best advantage.

22. **SUCCESSFUL CORN CULTURE.**

    1 reel

    Best methods of corn culture, preparation of the seed bed, cultivation and harvesting.

23. **PRIZE POTATOES.**

    1 reel

    Demonstration illustrating best methods of potato production.

24. **BEHIND THE BUTTON.**

    1 reel

    The generation and use of electricity in the modern industries of the present day.
THE FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY.

30. **BROKEN SILENCE.**

How deaf and dumb children are educated, taught to talk, read and write.

31. **ALLEGATOR HUNT.**

Beautiful colored scenic showing how alligators are caught in Everglades of Florida.

32. **MADE GAME.**

Making sporting goods, footballs, baseballs, catcher's mitts, fielders' gloves, etc.

33. **PLAYTHINGS OF CHILDHOOD.**

Visit to a toy shop showing making of dolls, doll houses, humpty dumpty circus, etc.

34. **TO A QUEEN'S TASTE.**

Making candy on a wholesale scale.

35. **THE WAY OF THE WEST.**

Frontier days at Prescott, Arizona, the cow-boys exhibit their skill.

36. **WHAT THE OCEAN HIDES.**

How sharks are captured and the various uses of their hides.

37. **THE WARDS OF THE NATION.**

A glimpse at the religious and domestic life of the American Indian.
38. WHAT UNCLE SAM CAN DO FOR TWO CENTS. 1 reel
   A story of the Post Office Department.

39. CARRYING OLD GLORY TO THE SEVEN SEAS. 1 reel
   The remarkable story of American ship building.

40. GOOD ROADS. 1 reel
   Illustrating the improvement of roads from trails.

41. SCHOOL DAYS. 1 reel
   From the little red school to the modern high school.

42. FOR THE FUTURE. 1 reel
   Vocational training given boys at Michigan State Industrial School.

43. LITTLE BO PEEP. 1 reel
   Sheep Industry.

44. TIMBERLUST. 1 reel
   How seedlings are cared for in planting a wood supply for the next generation.

45. HAPPY HOURS. 1 reel
   Work and play in the proper way and drive away dull care.

46. FARM BOYS ABROAD. 1 reel
   Texas farm boys tour the states and learn what the other fellow is doing.
The following Government films are available from the State Office until March 1, 1923.

Order by letter and name.

A. SELECTING A LAYING HEN. 1 reel
Culling the flock. Physical characteristics by which the good egg producer can be recognized.

B. GOVERNMENT POULTRY FARM. 3 reels
Picturization of the Department of Agriculture's poultry work on its farm at Beltsville, Md.
Reel 1--Natural and artificial incubation of eggs and methods of handling; general view of the poultry farm; the brooders and pens in which young chicks are raised, how kept, cleaned, etc., and chicks in pens.
Reel 2--Houses and pens used for chicks as they grow and reach maturity; chicks moved from one house to another, weighed; separation of cockerels and pullets.
Reel 3--The use of a trap-nest, and the numbering and recording of eggs.

C. POULTRY PESTS AND THEIR CONTROL. 1 reel
Mites, fowl ticks, chiggers, and poultry lice; poultry infested with them and methods for their control.

D. STABLE FLIES AND THEIR CONTROL. 1 reel
Methods of protecting animals from the stable fly, an annoying and harmful insect that appears in many parts of the United States.

E. LAMBS FROM RANGE TO MARKET. 1 reel
Ewes and lambs grazing on National Forests; lambs separated from ewes at end of season and taken to feeding yards for fattening; fattening of lambs on different feeds and loading lambs on trains for market.

F. WOOL AND LAMB MARKETING. 1 reel
How wool is handled, graded, and sold through community and county wool growers' associations; how lambs are graded by cooperative lamb marketing clubs.

G. GREAT DAIRY SIREES AND THEIR DAUGHTERS. 1 reel

H. THE ORDER OF THE LITTLE PURPLE STAMP. 1 reel

I. CLOUD BUSTING. 1 reel

J. HIGH STEPPERS. 1 reel

K. CAMERA HUNTING IN THE NATIONAL FORESTS. 1 reel

L. SUMMER HOME ON THE SIERRA NATIONAL FOREST. 1 reel
Anybody can rent land from the Government and build a summer home on one of 151 National Forests. How it is done,